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The aim of this paper is to treat a problem suggested to me by 
Professor A. Beurling; to formulate the problem and its solution, 
let us start with some general definitions. 
Let R C, C(K) be a Banach algebra of continuous functions on 
the compact space K, and let us denote by I? CC(K) the subspace 
of those functions f E C(K) for which there exists some sequence 
Q = {f, E R)zzl such that: 
fn -+ f uniformly on K; To = “:P Ilf,~ tiR < +m (1) 
R is then clearly a new algebra of functions which can be normed by 
llflla = inf To9 Vfdl 
the inf being taken over all cr = (f, E R] that satisfies (1) with 
T. = w’lz lifn IIR - a b ecomes than a Banach algebra. 
We can characterize k? dually as following: We consider 
a: : M(K) --+ R’ the dual mapping of the injection R C, C(K) which 
identifies every measure of K with an element of R’, the dual of R, 
a simple duality argument gives then at once that for every f E C(K) 
and every a > 0 we have: 
where I/ p llRl is the dual norm of (Y(P) E R’. 
We have now always a norm decreasing injection R -+ a that 
identifies R to R* C a a subalgebra. Again a very simple duality 
argument together with (2) gives that R* is a closed subalgebra of a 
if and only if there exists some absolute constant A > 0 such that 
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where the bar indicates closure for the weak topology a(R’; R). 
Further, the injection R -+ l? is isometric if and only if we can choose 
the constant A in (3) equal to 1. 
We shall specialize now these ideas to the case K = K(l) x K@) 
where Kti) (z’ = 1, 2) are two infinite compact spaces and where 
R = C(K(l)) @ C(Kt2)) = V(K) = V C, C(K) is a Tensor algebra 
[I]. The algebra P we obtain then has a * Banach algebra structure 
the * being induced by complex conjugation. 
The first thing to observe is that in this case, if we suppose that 
the spaces Kci) are either totally disconnected or homeomorphic 
topologically to compact metrizable groups, then (3) is verified 
with A = I so that we can identify isometrically V to a closed 
subalgebra of 8. In fact something sharper holds then for the Tensor 
algebra V(K), namely: 
{CL E M,(K); II P lIi?M < 1) = {B E BJW); II B IIBM < 11, (4) 
where B&t(K) is the space of bimeasures on K = K(1) x K@); 
i.e., the dual space of V(K) and M,(K) is the space of measures 
with a finite (finite number of points) support on K and where the 
bar in (4) indicates of course the closure for the weak u(BM, V) 
topology. 
To prove (4) we suppose first that the two spaces K(i) (i = 1, 2) 
are both totally disconnected. Let then P (i = 1, 2) be two finite 
spaces and let 
F’i’ __f jp”’ 
f”’ -g F’“’ (i = 1,2) 
be continuous mappings such that @) is onto and I#~) o fti) = Id(P)) 
(i = 1, 2). These mappings induce then canonically (by two 
transpositions) 
BM(F) 7 BM(K) y+ BM(F), 
where F = F(l) x Fc2). It is then very easy to verify that for every 
S E BWK) we have SF = f 0 y(S) E Jf@), II SF IL d II S IBM , and 
S, -+ S in (r(BM, V) for a filtered choice of F; and this proves the 
result. 
To pass now to the case where the K(“) are group spaces we 
consider totally disconnected metrizable spaces iV) and surjective 
mappings Hti) -+ Kti’ (i = 1, 2) and we finish the proof as in [2] 
(cf. cm* 
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An immediate but important consequence of (2) and (4) is that 
for every f15 C(K) and a > 0 we have f E P and I!f j/p < a if and 
only if for any Fi C K(i) (; = 1, 2) finite subspaces we have 
fF =f iF,xF, E W’J @ ‘3-J = V(F), IlfF lIY(F) < a* (5) 
The main result proved in this paper can now be formulated in 
the following: 
THEOREM 1. For any two infinite compact spaces K(l) and Kt2) 
the * Banach algebra P = [V(K)] u is asymmetric (i.e., has nonsymmetric 
maximal ideals [3]); furthermore, there exists some 0 E P with 
inf,, / 0(h)/ > 0, but such that the function &l(k) E C(K) does not 
belong to I? 
In particular therefore it follows that V(K) # [V(K)]” and this 
answers professor Beurling’s question. 
We start with some easy lemmas on the Tensor algebra V(K). 
LEMMA 1. Let Xji’ C K(i) be closed subsets and Qy’ C Kti) be open 
subsets (i, j = 1, 2) such that 
J-y n q = 8 (i = 1,2) xy c .ny (i, j = 1,2); 
and let Xi = Xj’) x Xj2’ C Qi = Qjl) x 52j2’ C K (j = 1, 2). Then 
there exists a realfunction f E V(K) suchthatjlf/jv= l;f-1(1)3XIuX,; 
suppf CL& v sz,. 
Proof. We may suppose that K(l) G G g Kc”) topologically 
where G is the space of a compact Abelian group because otherwise 
we can embed topologically K(l) and K(2) in such a group. 
We can construct then p E L”(G) @L”(G) = V’ (L” is of course 
taken with respect to the Haar measure of G) such that jlJj[,t = 1; 
3-l< 1) is a Nhd. of Xi u X, and supp 3C Ql u Q, ; this we can do 
by reducing the problem to finite spaces [as in the proof of (4) above]. 
It suffices then to regularize f by convolution with an approximate 
identity to obtain the required function. 
LEMMA 2. Let Xji), Ej , or), Q, (i, j = 1, 2) be as in Lemma 1, 
and Zet aZso fi EC(X.~!‘)) @ C(Xj(“)) = V(Xi) (j = 1, 2) be two func- 
tions. Then there exists a real function FE V(K) such that F lxi = fj 
(j = 1, 2) supp F C l2, u Q2 and also: 
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Proof. We first construct, using Tietze’s extension theorem, some 
P E V(K) such that P Ix, = fi (j = 1, 2) and /I P 11” = maxj,i,a // fj Ijv ; 
this can be done immediately from the definition of a Tensor algebra. 
To obtain now F, our required function, it suffices to multiply P 
with an appropriate function f constructed in Lemma 1. 
We pass now to the proof of theorem 1. 
It is well known that there exists P C T a perfect independent 
subset of T that is not a Helson set [4]. It follows then that every 
measure p E M,(P u -P) has mutually singular convolution powers, 
and also that we can find such a measure of total mass 1 and for 
which fi is real and (1 $ jlrn is arbitrarily small. Approximating now 
such a measure by discrete measures supported by Gi (j = 1, 2,...) 
a sequence of finite subgroups of T we can find a sequence 
1~~ E A(G,)I of real functions such that 
The thing to keep in mind here is that we can approximate any 
P E JO’) by in E M(G) in the vague topology of measures in such 
a way that II P, IL d II P IL (see [51>. 
Let us now construct in successive steps two sequences of subsets 
{Xy) C sZ:i) C Kti))j”=, (zY = 1, 2) where the fir’ are all open and 
such that for any i and j, f j, we have Qi”;) n Qji) = @ and where 
Card Xi0 = Card Gj (j > 1, i = 1, 2); and let us denote by 
Q$ = sZ;l) x !JJ2) 3 Xj = X,Ci) x Xjz) (j 3 1). Identifying then for 
every j and i XF) with Gj and setting fi = M9j [I] we see that we 
have (fj E v(Xi>}& , a sequence of real functions such that 
IlfjllY < 1 (j b 1); llfi IL Q 0; 
Finally using Lemmas 1 and 2 repetedly, we can construct a sequence 
of real functions {Fj E V(K)}& that satisfy the following conditions: 
IlFillV G 1; SUP IFdw)l x 0; OJER, 
suppFjC (J 52,; F, iaj = Fj /RI, Vk),j),l; 
.X=1 
Fj lx, =fj (j = 1,2...). 
(7) 
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But then it follows that {Fj}zl converges uniformly on K to some 
FE V, and from (2), (6), and (7) we see that we have 
Our theorem now follows from (8) as it has been observed first by 
Williamson [6] in a very analogous context. The proof is complete. 
Theorem 1 is not the easiest way to see that V f r, for example 
the following theorem is easier to prove (especially when E = K) 
and it also implies that fact. 
THEOREM 2. Let E C K be a compact subset that is not a V-Helson 
set (i.e., such that V(E) # C(E) [7]) then the Banach space [V(E)]- 
is not separable (i.e., does not contain a countable everywhere dense 
subset). 
Proof. We first observe that there exists e = (F’, k(2)) E E C K 
some point such that no closed Nhd. of e in E is a V-Helson set. 
Let then E > 0 be some positive number then we can find 
K(l) x K(2) 3 N(i) x N(2) = N 3 e some compact Nhd. of e in K 
and also f E [V(E)]” some function such that 
IlfIlrvcE,]- = 1, 
Ilfl!m < f, supp f c (K”’ \ lw’) x (P’ \ fw’) = Q;l’ x Ly. 
Indeed if such a choice was not possible, using Lemmas 1 and 2, 
we would obtain an easy contradiction by showing that E is a 
V-Helson set. 
Let us repeat that construction in N n E and let us iterate 
indefinitely; we obtain thus two sequences of disjoined open sets 
(Q~) C K(i))& (i = 1, 2) an d a sequence of functions (fj E [V(E)]-},“,, 
such that 
llfi II[“(E)l- = 1; supp fj c QY’ x Q?). 
Using finally Lemmas 1 and 2 we see that for J C Z+ any subset 
of positive integers we can construct FJ E [V(E)]” such that 
I/ FJ Il[v(E)l- = 1 and such that for every w E .Qjl’ x Qi2) n E we have 
F,(w) = 0, i 4 /; F.&J) = fXW)I j E J. 
But now our theorem follows at once, for if J, J’ C Z+ are two 
distinct subsets we have 11 F, - FJt l/[v(E)1- > 1. 
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Let us now illustrate the above ideas by showing how they are 
related to a multiplier problem. 
Let D, , D, be two discrete infinite spaces and let us consider 
V = C,( DJ B C&D,) where C,(DJ (i = 1, 2) denotes the algebra 
of continuous functions that vanish at infinity; we say that F a complex 
function on D = D, x D, is a multiplier of V if F . f E V for all 
f E V. Using then general theorems we see that we can give on 
IV(D) a * Banach algebra structure where the * is induced by complex 
conjugation and the norm of F E M(D) is defined to be the operator 
norm of the linear transformation V -+ V : f + F . f, Vf E V. We see 
also that then M(D) C, C(D). 
Let now Di (i = 1, 2) denote the Stone-Cech compactification of Di 
and let W = C(&) @ C(D,) = C(D,) @ C(D,); we have then the 
following. 
THEOREM 3. The algebra I$’ can be identi$ed isometrically to a 
closed subalgebra of M(D). 
Proof. Let FE C(& x I&) b e some continuous function and let 
p = F IDIm E C(D), then P E M(D) and I/f;(Ilw(D) < a if and only if 
for every Ai C Di (i = 1, 2) finite subsets /IF IA ((v(a) < a, where 
A = A, x A, and V(A) = C(A,) E C(A,); this is because M(A) 
the multiplier algebra of V(A) can be identified isometrically with 
V(A) itself and also because functions with compact support are 
dense in C,(DJ (i = 1, 2). 
But now since Di is dense in Di we see that the above condition 
holds if and only if for arbitrary finite subsets Ai C Di (i = 1, 2) 
we have 
and this condition characterizes the elements of JV of norm less or 
equal to a (cf. (4)). F rom this our theorem follows at once. 
If we take now into account (8) we see that an immediate corollary 
of theorem 3 is 
COROLLARY. The conclusions of Theorem 1 holdfor the algebra M(D). 
Finally there is another aspect of the above results that is related 
to Fourier restriction algebras. Indeed for G any infinite compact 
abelian group let E be a compact subset such that A(E) g V(K) 
(cf. [I]) where K = K(l) x K@) is as above and Kc<) are either 
countable compact spaces or Cantor spaces (i = 1, 2). It follows then 
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from (2) and our results that there exists somefEC(E)\A(E) such that 
Iul PN < c II a llm ; 
where C is some absolute constant. 
Vp E M(E) (9) 
Both discrete and perfect subsets of G that satisfy (9) were first 
constructed by Y. Katznelson and C. McGehee [S], the perfect subsets 
they constructed have a number of interesting additional properties. 
I would like to point out further that the idea of constructing func- 
tions from their components in different “blocks”, which we have 
used so crutially in this paper, can already be found in a different 
form in the above-mentioned construction of Katznelson and 
McGehee. 
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